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System Downtime 

 Prior to go-live, there will be a significant DOWNTIME (estimated 16 

hours) in order to update the LIVE system to 12.0.975

 Downtime- Users will need to log out by 1:00 am on 2/6/14

 System should be available by 5:00pm  on 2/6/14.  

CPOE/Web Station for Physicians- Will be Unavailable 

PIE will be Available during downtime 

 Census- Available in Patient Placement Office or call Ext. 57456

 Physician Orders/Med Rec- Use Paper Order Forms 

 Reviewing Results- Results will be printed and placed in Patient Chart 

 Nurse charting- Will be placed in Patient Chart 



Enhancements
 Most orders will be auto processed making for faster turnaround

 Can view Pre-Arrival Medications (those given by EMS)

 CPOE -Order Queue defaults to show only current admission orders

 Setting can be changed to view all.

 Retired Text Medications no longer visible

 Search for single medications- drop downs for dose and frequency 

 Screening alerts are addressed once for each order entered

 Can modify or discontinue current medication from alert  

 Must address all alerts. 



Note the red refresh in the banner bar. This will 

refresh your page 

The icon turns from gray to red when there is data 

that needs refreshing for your patient

Patient Data Refresh



Managing Alerts
 Use the drop down menu to select reason for Override. Free Text Option 

available 

 If you click on the big red [X] in the corner your orders will be Unsubmitted.  

You must put in an override reason to submit each order

Returns to 

Medication 

Reconciliation

Click on Override

Free 

Text 

Here



Linking- Medications

 Linking home meds to inpatient meds results in clearer discharge instructions 

for the patient

 In V12.0.975 you may be presented with the option to LINK a patients home 

medication, to the same medication that was ordered in the hospital

 This function exists in any of the Med Recs 

 If you are presented with the option to LINK medications, close out of the 

screen WITHOUT Linking

 Call Pharmacy or contact Satellite Pharmacy if you would like to have 

medications LINKED 



Linking Medications cont’d 

Click Here to Close the Link



Auto Processing

 Most orders will be processed immediately and not stop at the clerk.

 Orders that require additional information will stop at the clerk for 

processing. 

 Examples include: 

 All diet orders

 Radiology (mode of transportation required, or reason for exam) 

 Blood products

 Nurse collect orders (urine, sputum)



Therapeutic Duplication Screening 
 This screening will be turned off when Physicians are writing orders 

 Pharmacy will continue to receive these alerts- to screen for Therapeutic 

Duplication.

 Physicians can view all Medications orders using the Meds Tab

 Sort by either the Generic or Brand name, by clicking on the description



Searching for a Single Medication 
 To filter the search, un-check the “Common Orders Only” 

Uncheck Here

 Type in the dose desired, and then TAB. Dose will be selected

 Choose a frequency from the drop down 

 The medication will be available to order 



Ordering a Dose Range Medication 

During Med Rec or Single Order 
 Choose “Edit Full Order” at bottom of screen

 Enter lowest range in the Dose Field 

 In Note to RPh field- Enter the Dose Range desired. 

Edit Full Order Here 



Admission /Transfer Med Rec
Home Meds

Option to Continue, Defer or Modify only. (D/C will not be available)

Bolded Meds

These are free texted drug name, Dose Range medications, or dose/Freq 

not available in the drug database



Discharge Med Rec 

Drop down option to Filter 

on Alpha, Class or Type 

Where a physician completes, saves or 

cancels a discharge med rec



Tips for Discharge Med Rec 

 If patient is going home on a new dose of medication, CONT the in-house 

medication. 

 The Home Med will be D/C’ed automatically and you won’t need to 

address the home med.



 CONT- Continue the order as is as a home medication

 MOD- Modify the dose or frequency before continuing the order

 DC- Discontinue the home med and obsolete it on the patient’s active 

home meds list

 RPLC- Gives the physician the chance to replace with a different 

medication

 AWR- This allows the physician to address the home medication by 

stating he is aware the patient is taking it but without actually saying 

whether to continue or discontinue.  This option only appears on 

home medications.

Home Medications



 CONT- Continue the order as is as a home medication.   A second 

screen will appear asking the physician to verify they want to add this 

to the patient’s active home meds list.

 MOD- Modify the dose or frequency before continuing the order

 DC- Discontinue the medication

Inpatient Medications



Pending Order Request- Not yet verified by 

Pharmacy

•CONT- This continues the pending request which is 

indicated by the icon next to the medication.  To hit the 

CONT button on this pending DC would be to continue 

discontinuing the medication.

•CNCL- Choosing this button will cancel the pending 

request, the pending discontinue would disappear and 

this order would stay active



Home Medications 

 This is what is displayed when the patient has only been on this medication at 

home.  

 Green House Icon indicates a Home Medication



Exact Medication

•This is where our formulary item matches the 

home med exactly.

Either one will provide the patient with “continue 

home medications” instructions



Therapeutic Substitution

•The hospital does not carry everything on it’s formulary and 

therefore a therapeutic substitution may have occurred 

while the patient was in the hospital

•To send the patient home on the medication they came 

in on DC the substitution and CONT the home med



Duplicate Therapy

•There may be times a patient gets put on a duplicate 

medication without it being linked to the home 

medication.

•DC the inpatient order and CONT the home med to ensure 

no confusion for the patient on the discharge instructions



Same Home Medication and In House 

Not Linked 

 This is how the medications will display if the patient is on the med at home 

and is also taking it in-house 



On medication in-house, not at home 

 This is what will display when a patient has been started on a medication in-house 

but has not been on the medication at home 

 A single medication will be listed



Example of Discharge Instructions

 Stop Taking These Meds 

 Start Taking These Meds 



Managing Issues and Concerns

Command Center  Ext.  56115

Outside 517-975-6115

Report all issues to the Command Center 
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